EMBRACE
THE SPACE.

The Trullo is modeled after the historic dry-stone huts in Alberobello, Italy. They are semi-private living spaces built closely together to create a dense community while embracing a sense of privacy. The Trullo is a semi-private, modular lounge seat perfect for solo or collaborative work. Its modularity allows you to customize your seat, making it budget-friendly, easy to deliver and install. Durable and 98% recyclable, it’s also environmentally friendly. Go on, get inspired.
Trullo 3001-DT-EL & 3002-DT-EL
Princess (Cashew & Marine)
Collaborate or Chill

The Trullo’s three-seat couch option is perfect for a casual one-on-one meeting or a little ‘me’ time. Semi-private and comfortable, it just might be your favorite new space to meet!
STAY POWERED
Optional power outlet and dual USB ports so you'll never run out of battery.

STAY FOCUSED
Designed with thick, dual-panels that are fully upholstered to help you filter unwanted ambiance.

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
Parts that snap and lock into place-no tools required. Easy to move, assemble, and replace promoting longevity of use.

BRUSHED ALUMINUM LEGS
Sturdy aluminum legs, coated with silver proxy and plastic glides.
The Trullo features fully upholstered, dual-panel for a semi-private and focus friendly seating arrangement. Optional power/USB socket so you’ll never have to search for an outlet—or get below 10%. Complete the collection with our side tables and benches.
TEXTILES

3001-EL
CLASSIC COLLECTION
Knockout | Harbour Blue

3022
PATTERN COLLECTION
Fuse | Pepper
The Trullo can be upholstered with our high-quality textiles, vinyls, or leathers. Customize your chair with our wide range of colors and grades on My Chair Maker: nightingalechairs.com/my-chair-maker
Trullo 3003-DT-EL, 3032, 3002-DT-EL
Beehave (Azure) & Beehave (Slate)
ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 CERTIFIED
TB117-2013 COMPLIANT

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice.
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed.

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at www.nightingalechairs.com/textiles before final purchase to get a more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight variations in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and textures of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as possible. However, we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to variations that occur in the printing process.